BEFORE YOU BEGIN

- Fixtures must be installed by a qualified professional (check with local and national codes for proper installation).
- Contractor is responsible for adequately reinforcing walls and/or ceilings to support fixture weight.
- Focal Point, LLC accepts no responsibility for inadequately reinforced walls and/or ceilings.
- The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Focal Point, LLC. Any reproduction in part or whole without the written permission of Focal Point, LLC is prohibited.

COMPONENT KEY

CANOPY ASSEMBLY
- Flange Plate
- Canopy
- Finishing Plate

INSTRUCTION KEY

ATTENTION
SEE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

2 PEOPLE RECOMMENDED FOR INSTALLATION

1. Install 1/4" Rods (By Others)
   Secure Rods To Structure Above

2. Threaded Rods Must Extend .80 Min/.85 Max Beyond Ceiling Plane

3.
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Rotate Internal Shield
To Properly Orient Cables

Tighten Screws After Cables Are Oriented

Orient Cable Grippers
To Tilt Towards Center Of Luminaire

Set Suspension Cable
To Desired Length

2FT - 15" Minimum
3FT - 30" Minimum
4FT - 45" Minimum